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        How can I make horse predictions at bookmakers without a GRAI licence?

        
        In short, here are the best operators for the Irish:


        
    
        
            
                
                    
                        International horse bookmaker

                    


                    

                    
                        
                    

                

            

        
    




        
        
        
    
 
 

    
    
          
            
                
                    
                    For all

                    Whether you live in Ireland or elsewhere, you will be accepted.
                    
                

                
                   
                    Legal

                    You have the right to bet on a foreign site and without limit.

                

                 
                    
                    Super odds

                    Less taxed, foreign horse betting sites offer better odds and more choice.
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                        What do I need to know about betting on horse races on offshore sites?


                        International horse racing betting is a game of chance based on the performance of horses and their jockeys. They offer various betting options, each with its own rules and odds. By the way, the main types of bets include single bets (win, place, show), where you bet on a specific horse to come first, first two or first three, respectively. Multiple bets involve combinations of results from different races or horses. On the other hand, the odds determine the potential winnings: the lower the chances of a horse winning, the higher the winnings if it does. Betting is often available on the spot at racecourses, via bookmakers, and online via dedicated sites.


                          International horse racing betting
                       
                        
                    

                

            

        

    




    
        
            
                How can you recognise the best foreign horse racing betting platforms?

                
                To identify the best offshore horse racing betting platforms, several criteria need to be taken into consideration. Firstly, it is essential to choose the best legitimate and regulated overseas horse racing sites, with licences issued by respected gaming authorities, thus guaranteeing the legality and security of transactions. Secondly, the variety of bets offered is a key factor: foreign platforms offering a wide range of single and multiple betting options are preferred. The best platforms have competitive odds, offering better returns on investment.

                    
                An intuitive, user-friendly experience, including efficient banking services and responsive customer support, is also essential for a smooth gaming experience. Looking for promotions, attractive bonuses and loyalty schemes is also recommended for additional benefits. In addition, platforms without an Irish licence that provide detailed information, analysis and useful resources to help punters make informed decisions are often preferred. Finally, the security of transactions, the protection of personal data and the overall reliability of the platform play a crucial role in the choice of a horse racing betting platform.
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                  More details on the best horseracing sites without an Irish licence

                

            

        


    
 
 


    
        
            What important information do I need to know about racehorses before I start betting outside Ireland?


            Well before you start betting on horse races, it's essential to find out about the protagonists. In particular, there are a number of aspects that you need to check, especially those relating to sporting animals. 


            
                               
                    Past performance

                    Study the horse's past race results. Look at the consistency of its performance, its history over similar distances to the current race, as well as its performance on similar types of ground.


                    Current condition

                    Analyse recent performance. Racehorses can have ups and downs, so it's important to know their current form to assess your chances in the next race.


                    Trainer and jockey

                    Trainers and jockeys can have different styles and skills. Look for their history of success, experience on the type of race and compatibility with the horse to assess their potential impact on performance.

                


                               
                    Type of ground

                    Some horses prefer a certain type of surface. Some excel on grass, others on sand. Some can perform well on soft or muddy ground, while others prefer dry ground.


                    Track conditions

                    Weather conditions can play an important role. Some horses may be advantaged or disadvantaged by rain, wind, heat, etc. In addition, the condition of the track (splendid, good, heavy, etc.) can influence the horses' performance.


                    Statistics

                    Explore the horse's detailed statistics, including its win rate, percentage of places, performance against other competitors in the race, and any other relevant data available.

                

            


                      

            By combining this information, keeping an eye on recent racing industry news and using your own judgement, you can better assess the likelihood of horses succeeding in a given race. However, bear in mind that horse racing can be unpredictable, so it's important to bet responsibly.

              Know the racehorses before you bet
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                    Ready to set yourself free?

                    Bet with more choice, no limits
                    
And better odds

                

                
                    
                          International horse betting website
                    

                

            
 
        
 
    
    
    

 
    
        
            
                
                    
                        plus10bonus.com

                    

                    Stop government restrictions and taxes, discover foreign horse racing betting operators. It'll change your life!
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                        Newsletter

                    

                    Want to join the free community? Go to the contact page to send me an email - Mark.
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